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Something tells me that we will forever remember the year that has just
passed! I appear to be one of the lucky ones that have already received my
jab. Hopefully by the time you read this most of you will have received
yours. Let us hope that the vaccine is the answer and that we will soon get
back to life as we knew it!
We look forward once more to the time that we can renew our popular
monthly meetings and re-open our Control Tower Museum. It will also be
great to be able once again to visit places like The Shuttleworth Collection.
A most interesting article has literally just arrived on my computer via
email. It has been written by our member, Roger Brown and is the
wartime experiences of another of our long standing members, Ken
Oatley, who was with 627 squadron as a navigator onboard the
marvellous DH Mosquito.
A second detailed and fascinating contribution has been submitted by
Stuart Yule. Stuart is with Rolls Royce at their Berlin location and many
of you will remember the most interesting talk he gave. Stuart has been
researching the Berlin Air Lift and the part played by RAF Sunderlands.
Sadly two obituary's. Roy Gammage was a member for many years. Ill
health has prevented him from attending recently, but we remember Roy
and his wife Ethel with great affection.
Vic Wilkinson was another long standing and enthusiastic member who
has sadly passed away.
Martyn Cook always writes such memorable obituary’s. Thanks Martyn!
Let me know whadyer' think of the monthly news sheet, The MHAS
Times? I guess it will be a while yet before we can meet again and I will
meanwhile continue to produce it every month except when a Runway 22
appears.
Keep your articles rolling in!

EDITOR

RAF Scampton July 1944.
One morning, whilst waiting for his next posting, Kenneth recalls being
woken by a strange officer, told to grab his things and the following
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If you have an article or a story you would like to share with the
other members of the Society then please send it to me....

Alan Powell - Newsletter Editor
16 Warren Lane
Martlesham Heath
Ipswich IP5 3SH

Tel: Ipswich 622458
E-Mail Address
alanpowell321@gmail.com
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Sadly due to Covid-19 we have been unable to hold any of our regular
monthly meetings. However, we have enrolled two new members
since our last Runway 22..
Stuart Yule
David Mears
Should you know of anyone wishing to join the following fees apply:
Single Membership cost: £8 on joining, £7 per year thereafter.
Joint Membership costs: £13 on joining, £11 per year thereafter.
Should you wish to contact me my details are as follows:
Martyn Cook : 4 Peel Yard: Martlesham Heath : Ipswich : IP5 3UL
Telephone: (01473) 614442
Email: martyn.mhas@gmail.com
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'Surviving 15 years of Bush Flying in Africa'

conversation took place: - “Are you Oatley?” the man asked. “Yes”, I
replied. “You’re to report to the Station Adjutant’s office and join me.
We’ve just been posted to RAF Woodhall Spa to join 627 Squadron on
Mosquitoes!” he said.
The chap who woke me that day ended up being my pilot, Flying Officer
‘Jock’ Walker. He was new to Mosquitoes at the time as well. A real Scot
if there ever was one – he loved his whisky!
Kenneth says, “The Mosquito was a wonderful aircraft. You simply
couldn’t do better. Everyone wanted to be on Mosquitoes. It was that
simple; you were masters of your own destiny – at least you felt that
way”.
However, 627 Squadron played second fiddle to the ‘famed’ 617
Squadron who considered that Woodhall Spa was theirs and resented the
appearance of these little wooden aeroplanes on their hallowed airfield;
in fact, one night a boldly painted sign appeared on the door of 627’s
hanger saying- “627 Model Aeroplane Club”!
In return, there appeared on one of 7 Squadron’s hangar doors- “No 7
Operational Training Unit”.
Thus, honour was satisfied on both sides of the airfield!
Living conditions for the ground and flight crew were extremely
primitive. The only accommodation on offer were basic Nissen huts on
the far side of the airfield which had to accommodate both Ground and
Flight personnel.
Washing facilities were also very primitive; all 627 personnel, whether
NCO’s: Officers or Aircraftsman all washed and shaved in a ‘shed’ with
a row of taps down one side. No privacy there.
The Squadron officers fabricated themselves an Officers Mess from one
end of a Nissen Hut; basic, but a place to go for a drink, relaxation and
playing cards.
One-night Guy Gibson walked whilst Mess was busy and was ignored.
He said very loudly “Do you know who I am?” (obviously not happy
about his lack of recognition!); he was promptly de-bagged by some
Australian pilots and dumped outside the Mess!
617 Officers Mess was in a rather grand hotel in Woodhall Spa.
Having spent the late summer in 1944 practicing 627’s Squadron’s
trademark of dive bomb marking, Ken and Jock quickly formed a tight,
efficient unit in the cockpit.
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Wh at ’s on
Vicky Gunnell - Programme Secretary

This was our speculative programme as laid out
in the June 2020 “Runway 22” less the visit to
Shuttleworth.
There seems little point in changing the dates
as things currently stand with Covid-19 and social
distancing.
Please check on our web site…www.mhas.org.uk
for further information regarding future meetings
once the social distancing rules have changed
or better still, removed.

3rd

AIR COMMODORE,
P
HILIP WILKINSON. RETD.
July ‘20 .……………. Audio Visual Presentation…
Author of ‘Red Star & Roundel’: A Shared Century'

4th September ‘20 .……..…. Audio Visual Presentation ……...…

NICK BLACK

'The Battle of Barking Creek'

2nd October '20 .…….……. Audio Visual Presentation …....

ROBERT PEARSON

'The German Invasion of Norway'

6th November ‘20 .…………. Audio Visual Presentation …...… SIMON GLADAS
'Bentwaters - The RAF Years'

4th December ‘20 .…………. Audio Visual Presentation …...… PETER EMPSON

On the 18th August 1944 Jock and Ken were tasked with their first
Operational sortie.
“Our first Op. was a daylight sortie, targeting Foret De L’Isle Adam, a
forest to the north of Paris, and, if you’ve ever looked at a map of
northern France, I can tell you there are woods everywhere!’
I was confident as we’d had a few test flights and they had all gone
smoothly. It was a beautiful day and we’d been tasked with marking a
road junction next to this wood. I think my nerves got on top of me and
my navigation went out of the window. How we got there, I have no idea,
but we arrived on target on time-more by luck than judgement!”
“Experience led Jock to mark simple markings with a china-graph pencil
on the inside of the windscreen. He was certainly one of the best markers
on the squadron as far as accuracy. We perfected the art of approaching
the target at about 1,500ft. before descending to 300ft; sometimes as low
as 200ft”.
“A typical load included Target Indicators (Tis) in various colours – reds,
greens, and yellows and, if the Germans guessed what we were using,
they would often place dummy markers away from key sites to confuse
an incoming raid. We had to have the ability to mark a target with a
different colour”.
“We were first on site, so Jock called out ‘Tally ho’ and we dived onto the
junction from about 1,500 ft. We dropped to about 300ft. As we dived
down, I can still remember seeing it: this figure on a bicycle coming down
the road, pedalling like the clappers. What he was thinking I have no idea,
but I just hoped he wasn’t engulfed by our 30ft. circle of target indicators
(Tis) we placed on that junction.
I’ll never forget that day – my first operational sortie in a Mosquito. There
wasn’t a cloud in the sky. The perfect flying day. There were so many
aircraft overhead: British, American, German. Bombers and fighters
duelling above; parachutes coming down. We had some view from ‘down
on the deck’. We flew home and I was quite relieved to touch down
safely”.
Apparently, the site was used as a storage for the V-1 pilotless bomb and
several hundred tons of bombs were dropped on it by Bomber Command.
As Kenneth points out - despite having taken off approximately two hours
after the Lancaster bombers which comprised the main force, Mosquito
crews often landed home, completed the intelligence de-brief, had supper
and were just heading to bed when the Lancaster’s returned from the same
raid.

windows from the church of St.Michael and all Angels on Martlesham
Heath, has been put up and awaits painting.
This has now been mothballed until the Wednesday Gang have all had the
Covid-19 vaccination.
The two Rolls of Honour, RFC, RAF, Commonwealth and Dominion Air
Forces and the 356th Fighter Group along with copies of the stain glass
windows are currently languishing on my/our spare bedroom floor. These
were designed by Alan Powell and will look wonderful when positioned
and will be lit by LED lights.
Martyn
MHAS Chair and Membership Secretary
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Sadly that’s not the end. On Wednesday (20th January 2021) I received a
phone call informing me that white paint had been spread on one of the

Photo’s courtesy of Robert Alexander

tarmac paths and then thrown over the Control Tower wall. And as if that
wasn’t bad enough, two windows on the ground floor were broken.
Our landlords MHHL along with MHAS are now looking at installing
CCTV cameras to try and dissuade the vandals. And if that doesn’t work
the photograph’s and video can be given to the police. What a world.
Until this latest lockdown, work on the memorial wall to support the
Martlesham Heath’s two “Rolls of Honour” and copies of the stain glass
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Despite a ‘cosy’ cockpit arrangement, operating the Mosquito for hours
on end didn’t faze Ken. “It didn’t bother us. On the Lancaster you had a
navigational table about 6ft by3ft. which was ideal. You had all your
charts laid out in full and all your instruments to hand to make sure that
you were on track. We didn’t have that in the Mossie – we had a folding
table to the side, but we never used it. We just got a bit of plywood cut to
18ins. square and screwed the computer on one corner, with maps
strapped to it with rubber bands. All our instruments – pencils, rubbers,
protractors, were tied on with string.”
“Generally speaking, we were a little carefree. When we climbed on
board, we threw our parachutes into the nose of the aircraft. We flew in
battle dress and shoes, I rarely needed a flying jacket as we never flew
above 15,000ft – I think we were supposed to operate above 20,000ft but
we never saw anyone else – we had no contact with other aircraft on the
squadron”
Kenneth recalls an event in early September 1944 that still puzzles him to
this day.
On the 1st September Jock and Kenneth were ordered to fly to in their
Mosquito to RAF Wyton where Squadron 1409 (a meteorology flight)
was based. There they undertook a two week’s comprehensive training on
weather forecasting.
There was a requirement for a Mosquito to fly 200 miles ahead of a main
bomber force and assess the weather conditions over the target, and, if
conditions were good; by radio, give the ‘go-ahead’ and if not, have the
raid aborted.
At RAF Wyton the procedure was to fly to 30000 ft. taking note of
external temperatures as they flew up through the clouds and ‘log’ the
temperatures as they climbed. Having completed the flight either Kenneth
or Jock had to phone the Air Ministry with their temperature readings.
They flew two weather forecast flights and Kenneth remembers one of
them very well; he recalls the following- “We climbed to 30000ft (leaving
a big hole in the cloud) and at 30000ft it was clear blue sky; having
completed our task of recording the weather temperatures, we dived down
and headed back to our base. Unfortunately, the cloud base had dropped
to below 1000ft making the airfield almost invisible. I switched on GEE
and got the usual picture of an uncut lawn. The trick was to pick the
longest piece of ‘grass’; to get the wrong one would be a disaster. I made
my choice and applied the reading to the chart; it seemed reasonably ok,
so when we arrived at the chosen graticule; turned onto it and following
the strobes, I gave limited changes of direction as possible so not to upset
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Jock. We then made an almost blind landing on the airfield. After that
nerve racking experience, we then had to phone the Air Ministry with our
‘logged’ temperature readings etc.”
At the end of the week Kenneth was due some leave, and with a fellow
RAF mate they travelled by train to Kenneth’s home in Frome in
Somerset, with the intention of ‘borrowing’ his father’s car and driving
back to Woodhall Spa. The car was a rather splendid one and half litre
Jaguar.
To travel from Frome in Dorset to Woodhall Spa is not undertaken lightly;
it is a long tiring journey, so they set out at 7 o’clock in the morning to get
to the Camp on time.
In 1944 there were no road signs (as these had been taken down in the
event of an invasion) and neither Kenneth nor his RAF mate had road
maps only flight maps consequently they were very late getting back to
627 Squadron.
They arrived at the Camp main gate and were greeted by an irate voice
from the camp tannoy saying ‘Flight Sergeant Oatley to report to
Operations immediately’. This summons followed them through the
Camp until Kenneth parked his Jaguar alongside the C.O.’s ‘Green Label’
Bentley the Flight Commanders Alvis and reported in.
They were on Operations that evening. He was briefed on his own. They
were to fly to Manston to refuel then depart over to Europe to assess the
weather for the bombers to follow to their target. However, the best laid
plans etc. Manston was ‘fogged in’ but they were able to land and the
weather forecasting operation was called off.
Why Kenneth was puzzled was for two reasons - he was the newest
Navigator in 627 Squadron, so why pick on him?
Secondly, the radios in the Mosquito’s were short wave and were only
used for taking off and landing; they did not have the range to fly 200
miles ahead of the main bomber force and send radio reports back to
them.
As a Pathfinder, Ken’s job was to keep his aircraft on track using GEE
until the system’s maximum range was reached; thereafter using wind
speed calculations gathered during the North Sea crossing (corrected with
the aid of GEE), Ken was able to plot a predicted course across mainland
Germany.
“However, the system wasn’t fool proof as weather patterns would shift,
the deeper you penetrated into enemy airspace. The goal was always to be
on target precisely three minutes before the Lancaster pathfinders arrived

MHAS has a PowerPoint presentation based on the life of the airfield
whilst in the hands of the Royal Flying Corp back in 1916, and then in
1918, the RAF, and then in 1943, the 356th Fighter Group, which we are
proud to show to all sorts of visiting groups. One of the slides shows five
aeroplanes. In 1950 they were part of the ‘Armament & Instrument
Experimental Unit’, just another name that was attributed to RAF
Martlesham Heath during its long and distinguished career. At this point,
Vic, who had been sitting quietly waiting, was cued in. The person giving
the lecture would ask Vic to explain his connection with these planes. Vic
had flown in four of the five aeroplanes shown in the slide. When giving
the lecture, one cannot help but feel a boast, that here was someone who
had done something. A proud moment for Vic, and indeed for the speaker
and the society as a whole.
Yes, Vic will be sadly missed. He moved around so quietly at the
society’s functions that he was easily missed, but boy, what a story he
could, and did tell, when prompted.
Fly high, fly fast Vic, your work is done.
Martyn - MHAS Chairman and Membership Secretary
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Many of you are aware of the damage that’s been inflicted to the Control
Tower by vandals recently.
One of the balcony supporting posts, despite being bolted to the balcony
and to the ground was wrenched away. These posts were installed around
20 years ago. Unfortunately, the condition of the RSJ’s that support the
balcony and disappear into the building could not be established so, for
safety’s sake posts were installed. The post has now been re-fitted and
additional brackets installed. Interestingly, the balcony did not appear to
drop despite the pole being moved.

on his knowledge that he had amassed while serving in the RAF. This was
quickly followed by a résumé of his service career to interested
customers, and what a life he had.
Just close by the shop, is his flying suit (see picture left – picture supplied
by Vic to place on the manikin). Children were always interested in this
exhibit. The school groups that visited the museum along with scout
groups etc. were always spoken to by Vic, who would explain the various
features of his flying suit.
Vic started his service career at Orfordness. A wild spot if ever there was
one. For those who are not local, Orfordness is almost an island, sitting
in the North Sea just a short boat trip over the River Alde from Orford
Quay.
After the end of WWll, and at the height of the Cold War, the island was
taken over by the Atomic Weapons Research Establishment, and the
Royal Aircraft Establishment who used the island to develop our (UK)
atomic bomb. Unfortunately, Orfordness was prone to flooding. Vic,
along with the RAE were moved out to Farnborough where he spent all
the rest of his service career.

on the scene and ten minutes before the arrival of the main force. The
Lancs. dropped flares for us to see – then we went in under them to mark
a specific area”
“I had been on leave in early February 1945, and when I got back, I could
see this new box on a ledge behind my head. I wasn’t instructed on
LORAN at all”
The LORAN system, a simple abbreviation of ‘Long Range’; was a
radio-based navigational aid developed by experts at Massachusetts
Institute of Technology.
“When we were tasked to Dresden on 13th February 1945, I wasn’t
worried; I thought I’d try the new system as my GEE wasn’t working
particularly well that night. From the Dutch border I was able to tell my
pilot to correct left and right, all the way down the track. Never having
used the system before,
I was thinking ‘God knows how this is going to work!’ I knew what time
we should arrive on the target, and, as it happened, LORAN indicated we
had reached the bisecting signal”.
“I told my pilot to conduct a rate one turn, which would shave three
minutes off our estimated time of arrival.
At that precise moment the first two squadrons of Lancaster’s dropped
thousands of illuminating flares over the city. We were orbiting just to the
outskirts and it worked perfectly; perhaps helped by a little luck. We
started our approach onto the target and Jock was about to commence our
marker run when Number One called ‘Tally Ho’ on the target as well. We
had to wait for him to clear before we ran in”
627 Squadron dispatched seven aircraft on that infamous night. The
Mosquitoes were tasked with marking one of three football stadia,
specifically the middle one of the three, in central Dresden.
“We placed our markers on the aiming point perfectly and then orbited the
city for approximately 10 minutes at a height of about 500ft.”
“Just as we were ordered off the target, the first of the 4000lbs bombs
began to land. The explosion was tremendous - you could feel the
concussion in the Mosquito; it was enough to throw us violently in the air
as we started our track home”.
The previous September Ken remembers the raid on Munchen Gladbach
– the night that Wing Commander Guy Gibson was lost.
“It was the night of the 19/20th September. Everything went smoothly;
we marked the target and, as we were coming off, Guy Gibson, in his role
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as Master Bomber, called up on the radio to say that we weren’t marking
the correct location. He ordered us off the target and then insisted on
running in to re-mark the target himself”.
“Number One had already marked; we’d followed up right behind him
and our Ti’s landed inside the engine sheds, precisely on the aiming point.
They were burning inside the sheds, but Gibson insisted we’d marked the
wrong site. He ordered us off the target and went down to mark it himself
and that was the last transmission anyone heard from his aircraft”
Our Number One realised something had gone wrong and called the
markers back so we could complete the job before calling the main force
in. Guy Gibson had never done the job of marking before”.
“That was the only mission in which I encountered significant flak in the
22 Ops. I flew. We were so low as we left that night, we flew below the
tree-tops and light flak tracer could be seen passing overhead and past my
window, almost within reach!”
By October Kenneth was promoted to Warrant Officer and he continued
to fly ‘Ops’ with ‘Jock’ Walker.
It was at Woodhall Spa that Ken met his future wife Irene, (just after he
had promoted to Flying Officer), who he was to spend the next 55 years
with. Irene used to work in the parachute section, behind the station head
office’
“I got to know her well and she used to prepare hot chocolate and toast
for us at 11 o’clock. I used to go there regularly to get that” says Ken. “We
were married before I finished operations, so sometimes I was able to
come and join her in
bed after a sortie. I remember one morning asking her ‘Don’t you know
where I’ve been?” and she replied ‘Oh, I know where you have been.
You’ve been to Dresden!” So much for security!
On the 25th-26th April 1945, the final Operation which Pilot Officer
Oatley flew on was the last strategic Bomber Command raid of WW2.
The target was an oil refinery at Vallo, Tonsberg in southern Norway, still
under German Occupation.
The refinery supposedly supplied oil to U-Boats still at large in the
Atlantic and North Sea.
However, at the time of the raid the tanks were virtually empty, but the
site was heavily defended by a mass of anti-aircraft guns. 107 Lancaster’s
and 5 Mosquitos of Number 5 Group took off from Woodhall Spa on the
evening of the 25th. All the Lancaster’s returned to Base after the raid bar

Oh! I didn’t say that they had a pair of cockatoos that had free run of the
bungalow, including the lounge eying up the food as it was being laid out.
However, my love of Cockatoos was not like that of Ethel & Roy. They
would fly very close to your head causing you to duck and then perch
close by looking at you with those large round eyes, sizing you up always
ready to nip you if they got the chance, but to Ethel and Roy they were
like their children.
Ethel & Roy’s enthusiasm for the society was huge. To that end they
would help organise dances, parties etc. and would always be ready to
welcome members at our monthly meetings and offering refreshments
during the break. Roy was a competent chef. His forte was Cream Horns
and on any social occasion would produce a number of them for members
to enjoy.
Roy built a mobile stall which they would take to our various events
selling various aviation related items in order to help our funds.
After Ethel died, Roy remained a member of the MHAS and established
a companionship with Jan (Janice) Makinson who they had befriended in
Felixstowe while eating out. Jan was persuaded to become a member and
remained so until Roy gradually lost interest in the society. After that,
Roy was often seen walking around Felixstowe. Later, Roy sadly
developed Alzheimer’s and was eventually taken into care. He died on
the 14th September 2020 and was cremated following a private service at
the Ipswich Crematorium on Monday 28th September 2020.
I have included a photograph of both Roy and Ethel as a reminder to those
of us who remembers them.
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Martyn
MHAS Chairman & Membership Secretary

Vic was well known to all who attended our monthly meetings in the
Community Hall and at the Control Tower, as part of the Wednesday
morning gang and, the Sunday afternoon public opening during the
summer.
As regards the Sunday afternoon rota, if someone couldn’t make it, then
you contacted Vic who was pretty well always able to stand in.
He loved sitting in the shopping area. When customers asked questions
about a plane etc. that was on sale, Vic would always oblige by passing

As I began to write this obituary on what was an undoubtedly miserable
morning weather wise, I felt a great sadness, that each newsletter contains
yet another death, and sometimes more than one, of our old friends and
members.

Covid-19, has unfortunately led to us
parting with friends without the
appropriate service and without the chance to say goodbye properly. The
‘wake’ following the service, is an opportunity to remember with old
friends, those who have departed.
Roy joined the society shortly after we started back in 1982. It was Ethel
who pushed him into joining, and once a member, he never looked back.
Ethel of course, joined at the same time. I doubt there are many of you
reading this who will remember Roy and Ethel, which, is quite sad as they
were a very caring, and dedicated couple.
I looked back to our September 2007 newsletter, “Runway 22”. There
were a number of obituaries in that issue including two to Ethel, one from
our newsletter editor Alan Powell, and a personal one from myself. Ethel
certainly left her mark on the society in more ways than one, as our
personal tributes in that issue suggests.
Roy had other hobbies including model trains, photography and the love
of Cockatoos, parrots etc. a passion he shared with Ethel. He also liked
computers. It was on this subject that Roy and I became great friends.
He was often having problems with his computer, and I would regularly
visit him and Ethel to put right the problems. However, you never visited
them without being fed.
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one: the lone Lancaster crash landed Sweden; the last Lancaster to be lost
on WW2 and all the crew survived.
Ken has strong personal memories of the raid; he recalls the following“We were on time at the target and dropped a marker in the centre of the
target which was surrounded by A.A. guns and so positioned that when
they fired the tracers formed a cone of fire over the oil refinery and as we
had to drop our T.I.s at 300-400 feet, we had to fly right through the
middle of the cone of fire. Before we left Woodhall Spa I had been
promoted to Pilot Officer and as I crouched down in the cockpit the
thought struck me that this might be my one and only flight as an Officer!
‘Jock’ called “Tally Ho number 2” and I made myself as small as possible
in the cockpit. I had in fact to crouch down to keep Jock informed of the
altimeter readings as he peered through the windscreen, lining up his
target marker (a pencilled cross on the windscreen) to the oil refinery.
The flak around the Mosquito was so intense; it seemed that every tracer
had our name on it, but to our surprise our ‘Mossie’ escaped unscathed”
Ken flew a total of 22 missions with 627 Squadron and was earmarked to
transfer, with the rest of the squadron, to the Far East to take the fight to
the Japanese flying from Okinawa.
“By that point, as Flying Officer, I was one of the most experienced
navigators on the squadron and one of the few with experience on the
Mk.V1 H25 ground radar, which would have been used to target the
Japanese mainland. Thankfully, that was never necessary”.
Ken completed his service with 6 months at RAF Marham working with
9 Bomber Development Unit, tasked with developing H25 radar-guided
bombing.
He was eventually demobbed in July 1946 and, as he has said many times,
it was back to Civvy Street and back to a normal life, so much so that“I was at work at 7am the following morning, lighting the boilers in my
father café in Northampton!”
627 Squadron conducted 1,058 sorties as part of No. 5 Group: losing 15
Mosquitos in the process.
35 members of 627 Squadron lost their lives whilst serving with the
Squadron.

ROGER BROWN
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The story of the Berlin Airlift is known to most of you I am sure. Perhaps
less well known however is the role that the Short Sunderland flying boats
played, and their link to Felixstowe. This is their story.
Part 1 – Setting the Scene
Following the Potsdam Agreement of July 1945 Germany was divided
into four occupation zones approximately defined by the locations of the
Soviet, US, British and French armies at that time. The US, British and
French zones were later to become West Germany, the Soviet zone East
Germany (the GDR). The strategically important capital city Berlin,
although located 100 miles inside the Soviet controlled zone was, like the
rest of Germany, also divided into four occupation zones. The boroughs
of Berlin that were under Soviet control would eventually become East
Berlin. This would eventually lead to the physical separation in 1961 of
the former Soviet, now East German GDR controlled, boroughs from the
US, British and French controlled West Berlin boroughs. This separation
was imposed by what would become the defining symbol of the entire
Cold War period, the Berlin Wall.
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hundreds of people would come to the shores of the Wannsee Lake to see
the majestic aircraft land and take off.
However, the aircraft were not to return in 1949 to support the Airlift, and
with that the operational use by the RAF of flying boats in Europe largely
came to an end also. Although the Sunderlands continued to see active
service in the Far East, including in the Korean War, by the end of the
1950’s Sunderland aircraft were no longer in operation with the RAF.
Although not well known, the humanitarian role that the twelve Short
Sunderland aircraft played in the Berlin Airlift is an important part in the
legacy of this beautiful and graceful aircraft. Maybe some of the same
German citizens that were in the U-Boots that the Sunderland aircraft
once hunted where now at home in Berlin cooking with the salt and
baking powder that the same aircraft had delivered. We will never know,
but it’s a nice thought.
Having lived now in Berlin for over 25 years, and having spent many
happy hours swimming in, sailing on, or cycling around Wannsee Lake
and the Havel River I would love to be able to briefly go back in time to
the summer of 1948 and witness those aircraft swooping in low over the
Grunewald forest and landing on the lake. It must have been a fantastic
sight.
With the demise of the Sunderland came the demise of the flying boat,
now part of aviation history from a bygone era. There are few large flying
boats still in operation, and only one airworthy Sunderland still in
existence. She is a former Mark III converted to a Mark V and currently
in a museum in Florida, although she has not flown since 1996.
In 28 years-time it will be the 100th anniversary of the Berlin Airlift,
wouldn’t it be amazing to see that last airworthy Sunderland land on the
Berlin lake just one more time. I am not holding my breath, but if it
happens then I hope that I am there to see it.

STUART YULE
Sadly we have to report two obituary’s. Both were long standing
members of our society.

It is impossible to write an obituary about Roy without including Ethel,
Roy’s late wife who sadly passed away in June 2007. They were a great
couple dedicated to each other and to the society.
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Interestingly, there is again a link to Felixstowe, as it was the place where
No. 230 Squadron was originally formed on the 20th August 1918.
Initially consisting of three Flights operating Felixstowe F.2 and F.2A
flying boats, Fairey III’s and Sopwith Camel aircraft. Now relocated to
RAF Pembroke Dock in Wales, they received their first Short Sunderland
in June 1938. This was only a few weeks after the second development
aircraft flew at the MAEE, located at the squadron’s former home at RAF
Felixstowe.
The aircraft operated daily until December 1948, when operations had to
be halted after both the Elbe and Havel rivers icing over. In total the
Sunderlands of the RAF and Aquilla Airways flew a combined total of
2,120 flights, accumulating 395,751 miles and 2,426 flying operational
hours. With each aircraft able to carry approximately 5 tons, in total they
transported 4,500 tons of supplies, mainly salt and baking powder, but
also other goods, including cigarettes. On the return flight they also
transported approximately 1100 people, many of which were children, out
of West Berlin for convalescence and medical treatment in the British
controlled sector of Germany.
The harsh winter weather of December 1948 and January 1949 proved to
be the biggest challenge during the entire Airlift, at one-point Berlin had
only one week supply of coal left. Eventually the weather improved, as
did the organization, and the size and capacity of the aircraft used. For
example the C-54 Skymaster, which could carry 10 tons, twice the
Sunderland’s load, and the mighty Boeing Stratofreighter, which carried
20 tons, four times that of the Sunderland, and a gigantic load for the time.
Other improvements such as new ground approach radar, and better
runways at the newly operational Tegel, and Tempelhof airports, meant
that by the time the Sunderlands could operate again they were no longer
needed.
The Short Sunderland’s time as part of the Berlin Airlift had lasted only 5
months. Although their unique ability to safely carry salt and baking
powder was missed. The RAF had to now instead improvise by slinging
salt filled panniers under the fuselage of freight-converted Handley Page
Halifax aircraft to avoid the corrosion problem. The Sunderland Flying
Boats were not to return to Berlin again.
Part 4 – The Legacy
Although the part they played in the Airlift was small in comparison to
the land-based aircraft, the twelve Sunderland aircraft performed the vital
role of transporting salt and baking powder. They also played another
equally important role in boosting morale in West Berlin. Regularly

Berlin quickly became the focus of Soviet and US efforts to re-align
Europe to their respective, and dramatically conflicting, visions. The
Soviets post war goal was a united Germany under communist control.
The US had no intention of letting this happen and moved quickly to
create an economically stable West German state. Key to this was the
introduction of the Deutsche Mark, replacing the now near worthless
Reichsmark. The Soviets saw this as a direct threat to their authority.
Partially in an attempt to prevent the money physically reaching West
Berlin, in early June 1948 the Soviets closed the road and rail links from
West Germany.
Post-World War II the occupying forces had not formerly agreed road and
rail links to and from the US, British and French controlled West German
zones to the US, British and French controlled zones, in what was later to
become West Berlin. Instead, transport of people and cargo relied on
Soviet goodwill to provide access through the 100 miles of Soviet
controlled territory. Access by air had however been formerly agreed in
writing in November 1945. This had resulted in the creation of three
twenty-mile-wide air corridors from Hamburg, Frankfurt and Hannover
into West Berlin’s two Airports.
As the Soviets blockaded the surface supply routes from the non-Soviet
controlled zones of Germany into Berlin supply of West Berlin by air
became the only option left available. Hence, on the 24th June 1948 what
became known as the Berlin Airlift began. It officially lasted until the end
of September 1949, although the Soviet road and rail blockade was lifted
on the 12th May 1949, after which operations were scaled back once
sufficient surplus had been accumulated. In total nearly 2.5 million tons
of food and coal was delivered by 278,228 flights. The aircraft used
accumulated over 92 million miles, almost the distance from the earth to
the sun! At the height of the airlift one aircraft reached West Berlin every
30 seconds! Aircraft from the RAF, the USAF and the Royal Australian
Airforce were used, and sadly 101 people lot their lives in accidents.
It was one of the defining events of the Cold War period and helped shape
the future of Europe for decades to come. But what role did the Short
Sunderland play, and how is that linked to Felixstowe?
Part 2 – The Airlift Flying Boats
At the start of the Airlift West Berlin had two airports. Tempelhof, which
was in the US zone, and RAF Gatow located in the British controlled zone
near the Wannsee Lake and the Havel River. During the Airlift, in order
to further increase capacity, French military engineers together with local
German construction workers, took just 90 days to build Tegel Airport,
which was located in the French controlled zone of West Berlin.
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RAF Gatow was the pre-war location of the Luftwaffe’s version of RAF
Cranwell. After the war ended, following a brief period of occupation by
Soviet forces, it became RAF Gatow, as it was the only airport in the
British controlled zone. It was even used briefly in 1946 as a civilian
airport, with 6 flights a week operated by British European Airways
DC-3s from Northholt via Hamburg. It was however its proximity to the
lake that meant that it was to make history during the Airlift.
Not only was West Berlin limited by having just two usable airports at the
start of the Airlift, there were two important commodities that Berlin
desperately needed, but which proved problematic for the Airlift aircraft
to transport. These were salt and baking powder. The daily requirement
for salt alone was 38 tons.
Both products are highly corrosive if split inside the aircraft, which
happened often in the haste to rapidly load and unload the sacks and
pallets at either end of the Airlift corridors. A large salt spillage inside an
aircraft fuselage could lead to the aircraft having to be scrapped. The RAF
Short Sunderland was the ideal solution to both of these problems. The
nearby Wannsee Lake was the perfect landing place, with RAF Gatow
very nearby, and their anodized fuselages, required to provide protection
from the seawater, provided excellent protection against salt and baking
powder spillage.

Part 3 – From Felixstowe to Gatow
First flown in October 1937 the four engine Bristol Pegasus powered 85
ft long Short S.25 Sunderland is one of the most recognizable and iconic
aircraft of its era. The “Flying Porcupine”, the nickname given to it by the
Germans due to its impressive defensive firepower, was primarily a
long-range patrol and reconnaissance aircraft. The aircraft’s role in the
Battle of the Atlantic as a U-Boot hunter defines its place in the aviation
history books.
Following modifications to the wings and engines the development
aircraft next flew in March 1938. Shortly afterwards the aircraft was
transferred to the Marine Aircraft Experimental Establishment (MAEE)
located at RAF Felixstowe, on the site of the former Seaplane
Experimental Station. The first development aircraft was soon joined by
a second. Development testing progressed rapidly leading to its use early
on at the start of World War II.
Although successful during the war its role post war was less illustrious.
The type was quickly removed from service in Europe, unfortunately
leading to a number of airframes being taken out to the Irish Sea, from
where they had been built in Belfast, and scuttled. For aircraft fans like us
this is almost unimaginable. Never the less, in the summer of 1948 at the
start of the Berlin Airlift the RAF quickly realized that their ability to
operate independently of the only two available airports, RAF Gatow and
Tempelhof, and their unique ability to transport salt and baking powder,
meant the Short Sunderland had an important role to play.
On the 5th July 1948, only a few weeks after the start of the Airlift, and
within 4 days of deciding to send them, the RAF aircraft arrived in
Germany to support Operation Plainfare, the codename given by the RAF
for the Berlin Airlift. Ten Short Sunderland GR Mark V aircraft, now
upgraded with the more powerful Pratt & Whitney R-1830 Twin Wasp
engine, arrived in Finkenwerder, near Hamburg on the River Elbe, which
was in the British controlled sector of West Germany. They were
immediately put to work and flew along the Hamburg-Berlin air corridor
between Finkenwerder and the River Havel near RAF Gatow in Berlin.
The aircraft were operated by No. 201, No. 230 and No. 235 OCU
Operational Conversion Unit Squadrons of RAF Coastal Command.
Additionally, in August 1948 two civilian conversion former BOAC Short
Sunderland Mk. III aircraft, also known as the Short Hythe, operated now
by Aquila Airways, joined the RAF aircraft, bringing the total number of
Sunderlands to twelve.
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